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Dear  students, I wish you’re fine and doing very well. 

Instructions :   PLEASE, take the following instructions into consideration. Not adhering to them 
means that your work will not be graded.  
 

1. The joint work is refused. 

2. All types of plagiarism are strictly prohibited.  

3. The due date for the copies submission :  ……………………………….  Building 09,  room ……. 

Papers that are emailed not be accepted in any case. 
4. Any questions, you are considering feel free to ask ! 

QUESTIONS 

                            1/ State True or False for each of the following sentences and correct the false ones. 

1_ Kar Max was born in 1818. ………….. 

2_ Positional is the third step of the organisational goal. …………… 

3_ Society is a group of people having the same culture. ………… 

4_ Organisation related to structure……………………. 

5_ Edward Gross discussed the organisation structures. …………. 

6_ Open boundaries and closed boundaries have the same characteristics………….. 

                           2/ Answer the followings.  

1_ What is the meaning of the term Socious in the word sociology ?  

2_ Who defined sociology as the science of social phenomena ? 

3_  Who is Emile David Durkheim ? 

                          3/ Complete the statements below with the approriate words.   (2 to 3 words). 

1_  Who will manage, how to handle and output goal are part of ………………….. 

2_ Organisation consists of ……………………. 

3_ Any significant modification of social structures over time is called………….. 

4_ Organisational goals consist of ………………… 

5_  Data that can be transformed into useable knowldge is ………………… 

 6_ Changing in the external environment will have effect  on.. ………………… 

 

I wish you all the best for success. 

‘Motivation comes when you start, Positivity when you believe in and Strength when you decide to be’ 
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